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Program Indicators for MTSS PBIS (Behavior)

The MiMTSS Technical Assistance Center has evaluated the program indicators for specific 
MTSS strategies. This document provides districts with an evaluation of an MTSS framework for 
PBIS (Behavior).

Introduction

The selection of evidence-based programs, practices, initiatives, or assessments should include 
a comprehensive process which addresses multiple components. The National Implementation 
Research Network (NIRN) outlines the components of a quality review, selection, and de-
selection process within their Hexagon Tool (Metz and Louison, 2019). The process includes a 
thorough examination of Implementing Site Indicators and Program Indicators.

Implementing Site Indicators assess the degree to which a new or existing program, practice, or 
initiative matches the district’s population needs, aligns with current initiatives and examines the 
capacity necessary for successful initial and on-going implementation efforts (e.g., financial, 
structural, cultural, responsivity). These indicators are specific to each individual district.
Program Indicators allow for careful examination of the evidence, necessary resources to 
support initial and on-going implementation, and usability (e.g., degree in which it is well-
defined, opportunities to observe mature implementing sites, several replications of successful 
outcomes). These indicators are specific to the program or practice.
The remainder of this document provides an evaluation of the Program Indicators for an MTSS 
framework for PBIS. The process for reviewing each MTSS strategy includes the use of specific 
questions to assist in the rating of the strategy using the rubric provided. Questions were 
answered based on evidence and research from the field. A summary of the findings for each 
program indicator is also provided.

Strategy Description (from MiStrategy Bank)

The behavior components of a Multi-Tiered System of Supports (PBIS) is a three-tiered 
framework that integrates data, systems, and practices to improve outcomes. The data, 
systems, and practices necessary to implement the behavior components of MTSS are defined 
by the PBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory and aligned to MDE’s five essential components of MTSS.

Evidence

In a 2016 Dear Colleague letter, the U.S. Department of Education (OSERS) specified that 
PBIS MUST be considered whenever a child’s behavior results in classroom disruptions or 
violations of the code of conduct and encourages schools to utilize PBIS strategies in place of 
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exclusionary disciplinary measures. Additionally, PBIS is the only approach for supporting 
student behavior that is called for by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 2004: 
20 U.S.C. § 1400 (2004)).

The Michigan State Board of Education Model Code of Student Conduct 2019 Preamble
encourages schools to implement or expand evidence-based alternative and supplemental 
strategies for social and emotional learning, including the use of PBIS. Additionally, the Model 
Code of Student Conduct encourages the use of PBIS as one evidence-based approach to 
address disciplinary matters as opportunities for learning and as a way to minimize exclusionary 
practices.

The evaluation brief Is School-wide Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) an 
Evidence-based Practice? lays out the current evidence assessing school-wide PBIS, including 
numerous peer-reviewed randomized controlled trial studies that document experimental 
control, the most rigorous standards for documenting that a practice/procedure is “evidence-
based” (Horner, R. H., Sugai, G., & Lewis, T., 2020).

Additionally, the What Works Clearing House (WWC) and the ESSA Tiers of Evidence were 
used to evaluate the behavioral components of an MTSS framework. When an MTSS 
framework is applied to a specific tiered delivery model for behavior (or academics), the 
evidence to support its effectiveness is strong, as indicated by an ESSA Level of 1 (McIntosh, 
K., Goodman, S., 2016; Freeman, R., Miller, D., & Newcomer, L., 2015; Stewart, R. M., Benner, 
G. J., Martella, R. C., & Marchand-Martella, N. E., 2007).

Evidence Rating: 5- High Evidence: The program or practice has documented evidence of 
effectiveness based on at least two rigorous, external research studies with control groups, and 
has demonstrated effectiveness at least one-year post treatment.

Usability

The Michigan Department of Education, along with the State Implementation & Scaling-up of 
Evidence-based Practices Center (SISEP), worked together to develop the MDE MTSS Practice 
Profile. The practice profile clearly defines standards or expectations for what MTSS looks like 
in practice and provides guidance for implementation of MTSS as indicated in Michigan’s state 
law. Each essential component of MTSS consists of key actions taken by educators and leaders 
which have been defined along a developmental continuum from expected behavior, to 
developmental, and unacceptable use.

The MTSS Practice Profile defines what MTSS looks like in practice from a district lens. 
Implementation of the district infrastructure to support a general MTSS framework can be 
measured using the District Capacity Assessment (DCA). However, the general MTSS 
framework must be applied to specific areas at the school level (e.g., reading, behavior) to 
improve learners' outcomes. School-level implementation of the behavior components of an 
MTSS Framework can be measured using the School-wide PBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory
(SWPBIS TFI).

Usability Rating: 5-Highly Usable: The program or practice has operationalized principles and 
values, core components that are measurable and observable, and a validated fidelity 
assessment; modifiable components are identified to support contextualization for new settings 
or populations.

https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/2021/02/19/2019_Model_Code_of_Student_Conduct_SBE_APPROVED.pdf?rev=7297627df344441db3da544464d02198
https://bit.ly/3AX9cON
https://bit.ly/3AX9cON
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/midwest/pdf/blogs/RELMW-ESSA-Tiers-Video-Handout-508.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/MDE_MTSS_Practice_Profile_5.0July2020_ADA_700696_7.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/MDE_MTSS_Practice_Profile_5.0July2020_ADA_700696_7.pdf
https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/sites/nirn.fpg.unc.edu/files/imce/documents/DCA 7.7 10-18-19.pdf
https://bit.ly/3ILOtPO
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Supports

National Technical Assistance Center on Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) 
is funded by the U.S. Department of Education to improve the capacity of state educational 
agencies (SEAs), local educational agencies (LEAs), and schools to establish, scale-up, and 
sustain the PBIS framework to (a) scale up tier 2 and 3 systems to improve outcomes for 
students with or at-risk for disabilities, (b) enhance school climate and school safety, and (c) 
improve conditions for learning to promote the well-being of all students.

MiMTSS Technical Assistance Center (MiMTSS TAC) works on behalf of MDE to provide a 
continuum of technical assistance to ISDs, LEAs, and schools. The MiMTSS TA center's 
mission is to improve outcomes for all learners by assisting educators in developing 
infrastructures to support high quality and sustained implementation of effective, data-driven 
practices within an MTSS framework.

The MiMTSS TAC offers a continuum of technical assistance offerings. TA options for universal 
and targeted technical assistance are outlined in the MiMTSS TA Catalog. In addition, districts 
can apply for intensive technical assistance which includes professional learning and direct 
coaching supports from MiMTSS staff.

MiMTSS Data System is a free-access web-based data system designed for LEAs, ISDs and 
MDE to gather and analyze data that is critical for the continuous improvement of MTSS in 
Michigan.

MiMTSS YouTube Channel is full of resources to support educators' installation and use of 
MTSS processes, practices, and data. Navigate to the YouTube channel to check out what is 
there and consider subscribing to the channel for updates when new videos are added.

Implementing Alternatives to Suspension and Expulsion is a toolkit that provides approaches 
and resources for school discipline that gives preference to keeping students in school where 
they can receive the academic and social-emotional supports they need.

The cost of PBIS implementation varies from site to site-based on contextual factors. Guidance 
to support districts in understanding estimated costs can be found in published articles including 
What Does it Cost to Implement School-wide PBIS? and What are the Economic Costs of 
Implementing SWPBIS in Comparison to the Benefits from Reducing Suspensions? Guidance 
on how to coordinate the use of state and federal funds to support the implementation of MTSS 
can be found in the MiMTSS document Fiscal Guidance for Implementing a Multi-Tiered System 
of Supports (MTSS).

Additional resources and supports can be found on the MDE’s MiMTSS page.

Supports Rating: 5-Well Supported: Comprehensive resources are available from an expert 
(a program developer or intermediary) to support implementation, including resources for 
building the competency of staff (staff selection, training, coaching, fidelity) and organizational 
practice (data system and data use support, policies and procedures, stakeholder and partner 
engagement).

https://www.pbis.org/
https://mimtsstac.org/
https://mimtsstac.org/evaluation/mimtss-data-system
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBv-Ta-s7l62KeTgu5Hn8mA/featured
https://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-74638_72831-361299--,00.html
https://assets-global.website-files.com/5d3725188825e071f1670246/5d8a8ca19f7bf86ee571341b_20120802_WhatDoesItCostToImplementSWPBIS.pdf
https://bit.ly/3B30nDj
https://bit.ly/3B30nDj
https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/mtss/mimtss_fiscal_guidance_v1_05-20-21.pdf?rev=6110fabb372442359e6510e142045b3b
https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/mtss/mimtss_fiscal_guidance_v1_05-20-21.pdf?rev=6110fabb372442359e6510e142045b3b
https://www.michigan.gov/mde/Services/school-performance-supports/mtss
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URLs Used in Document

Michigan State Board of Education Student Code of Conduct 2019 Preamble
(https://www.michigan.gov/-
/media/Project/Websites/mde/2021/02/19/2019_Model_Code_of_Student_Conduct_SBE_APPR
OVED.pdf?rev=7297627df344441db3da544464d02198)

Is School-wide Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) an Evidence-based 
Practice?
(https://bit.ly/3AX9cON)

What Works Clearing House
(https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/)

ESSA Tiers of Evidence: What You Need to Know
(https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/midwest/pdf/blogs/RELMW-ESSA-Tiers-Video-Handout-
508.pdf)

MDE MTSS Practice Profile
(https://www.michigan.gov/-
/media/Project/Websites/mde/mtss/mde_mtss_practice_profile_5_0_july2020_ada.pdf?rev=81b
e3cd460154b428f52dff9a3a8821e)

District Capacity Assessment
(https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/sites/nirn.fpg.unc.edu/files/imce/documents/DCA 7.7 10-18-19.pdf)

School-wide PBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory
(https://bit.ly/3ILOtPO)

National Technical Assistance Center on Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports
(https://www.pbis.org/)

MiMTSS Technical Assistance Center
(https://www.mimtsstac.org)

MiMTSS Data System
(https://mimtsstac.org/evaluation/mimtss-data-system)

MiMTSS YouTube Channel
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBv-Ta-s7l62KeTgu5Hn8mA/featured)

Implementing Alternatives to Suspension and Expulsion
(https://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-74638_72831-361299--,00.html)

What Does it Cost to Implement School-wide PBIS?
(https://assets-global.website-
files.com/5d3725188825e071f1670246/5d8a8ca19f7bf86ee571341b_20120802_WhatDoesItCo
stToImplementSWPBIS.pdf)

What are the Economic Costs of Implementing SWPBIS in Comparison to the Benefits of 
Reducing Suspensions?
(https://bit.ly/3B30nDj)

https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/2021/02/19/2019_Model_Code_of_Student_Conduct_SBE_APPROVED.pdf?rev=7297627df344441db3da544464d02198
https://bit.ly/3AX9cON
https://bit.ly/3AX9cON
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/midwest/pdf/blogs/RELMW-ESSA-Tiers-Video-Handout-508.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/MDE_MTSS_Practice_Profile_5.0July2020_ADA_700696_7.pdf
https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/sites/nirn.fpg.unc.edu/files/imce/documents/DCA 7.7 10-18-19.pdf
https://bit.ly/3ILOtPO
https://www.pbis.org/
https://mimtsstac.org/
https://mimtsstac.org/evaluation/mimtss-data-system
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBv-Ta-s7l62KeTgu5Hn8mA/featured
https://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-74638_72831-361299--,00.html
https://assets-global.website-files.com/5d3725188825e071f1670246/5d8a8ca19f7bf86ee571341b_20120802_WhatDoesItCostToImplementSWPBIS.pdf
https://bit.ly/3B30nDj
https://bit.ly/3B30nDj
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Fiscal Guidance for Implementing a Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS)
(https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/mtss/mimtss_fiscal_guidance_v1_05-
20-21.pdf?rev=6110fabb372442359e6510e142045b3b)

MiMTSS Page
(https://www.michigan.gov/mde/Services/school-performance-supports/mtss)

Michigan’s MTSS Technical Assistance Center is funded by the Michigan Department of Education 
and the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs.

https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mde/mtss/mimtss_fiscal_guidance_v1_05-20-21.pdf?rev=6110fabb372442359e6510e142045b3b
https://www.michigan.gov/mde/Services/school-performance-supports/mtss
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